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Abstract
Following the European Forum for Research and Education in Allergy and Airway 
Diseases (EUFOREA) treatment algorithm for chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal 
polyps (CRSwNP), patients suffering from severe uncontrolled CRSwNP are recom-
mended to receive oral corticosteroids, (revision) sinus surgery, systemic biologicals 
and/or aspirin treatment after desensitization (ATAD). Given the major differences in 
indications, outcomes, practical considerations, risks and costs of these key pillars of 
treatment, there is a growing need to define criteria for each treatment option and list 
the clinically relevant and major considerations for them. This EUFOREA document 
therefore provides an expert panel overview of the expected outcomes, specific con-
siderations and (contra)indications of the five major treatment arms of severe uncon-
trolled CRSwNP: oral corticosteroids, primary and revision sinus surgery, biological 
treatment and ATAD. This overview of treatment considerations is needed to allow 
physicians and patients to consider the different options in the context of providing 
optimal and personalized care for severe uncontrolled CRSwNP. In conclusion, the 
five major treatment options for severe uncontrolled CRSwNP have intrinsic advan-
tages, specific indications and considerations that are of importance to the patient, 
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

The treatment for patients suffering from uncontrolled severe 
CRSwNP has been subject to a revolution of care given the growing 
insight into the underlying pathophysiology over the past two de-
cades, the recommendation to evaluate biomarkers in the context of 
biologics and the increased awareness of comorbidities.1–3 Chronic 
rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) is present in 1%–2% of 
the population. The terminology ‘CRSwNP’ is referring to a phe-
notype, and based on the increased understanding of underlying 
pathophysiology, we now rather refer to the term diffuse bilateral 
CRS.1 Diffuse bilateral CRS can have a type 2 or non- type 2 endo-
type and present with or without polyps. In the western world, most 
of the diffuse bilateral CRS with polyps is of the type 2 endotype. 
However, in Asia, still a significant, although diminishing percentage 
of patients present with a non- type 2 endotype.4,5

A better understanding of the underlying inflammatory pathways 
has led to biologics emerging as an effective novel treatment option in 
the subtype of patients with type 2 disease. This option supplements 
the classic advanced treatment options after appropriate medical 
treatment with intranasal corticosteroid sprays or rinses for CRSwNP, 
such as oral corticosteroids and endoscopic sinus surgery.6,7

The European Forum for Research and Education in Allergy and 
Airway Diseases, EUFOREA, is an international not- for- profit organi-
zation aiming to prevent and reduce the burden of chronic respiratory 
diseases via the implementation of optimal care. In the context of 
CRS, a simplified treatment algorithm was launched, with the aim to 
educate all healthcare providers dealing with CRS on the treatment 
options and referral patterns, and to shorten the disease journey for 
CRS.8 EPOS2020 is the 2020 version of the European Position Paper 
on Chronic Rhinosinusitis and Nasal Polyps. The expert teams of both 
organizations closely work together to improve management of CRS. 
Besides baseline treatment with nasal rinses and intranasal cortico-
steroids, the following five key pillars of specialist care have been 
used for uncontrolled severe CRSwNP based on personal history and 
disease journey: oral corticosteroids, primary and revision sinus sur-
gery, biologics and aspirin therapy after desensitization (ATAD).

For several years, biologics have been indicated and are available 
in a growing number of countries for severe uncontrolled CRSwNP 
with the need to define specific criteria for the indication. In that 
context, EUFOREA has defined criteria for the indications of biolog-
ics in 2019,9,10 which have been finetuned in 2023.11 In contrast to 
biologics, no international consensus has been reached on the spe-
cific academic criteria for the indications of systemic corticosteroids, 
primary or revision sinus surgery or ATAD. Here, the EUFOREA/
EPOS2020 expert panel of CRS supplemented with experts of the 

European Rhinology Society (ERS) and American Rhinology Society 
(ARS) have joined forces to agree on criteria, outcomes, contra- 
indications and considerations in relation to the different treatment 
options for CRSwNP. The statements of the authors are based on 
extensive clinical experience and expertise and the current scientific 
knowledge in relation to each therapeutic option for CRSwNP.

2  |  SYSTEMIC CORTICOSTEROIDS

The use of short courses of systemic corticosteroids (SCS) is an 
important tool in the treatment of severe CRSwNP due to their 
potent anti- inflammatory effects (see Figure 1).1,12 SCS modulate 
the immune response with suppression of inflammation. These 
agents reduce the infiltration of inflammatory cells, inhibit the re-
lease of pro- inflammatory mediators and attenuate the vasodila-
tion and oedema associated with CRSwNP.1,12 The downregulation 
of inflammatory mediators results in reducing nasal polyp size and 
improving nasal congestion, smell dysfunction and other sinonasal 
symptoms.12–14

Systemic corticosteroids are an inexpensive and a globally 
available treatment, with effective reduction of nasal polyp size 
and rapid improvement of major sinonasal symptoms such as nasal 
obstruction, loss of smell and nasal discharge in both short-  and 
long- term treatment.12 SCS are often used in the management of 
acute exacerbations or as a short- term burst therapy because they 
can quickly reduce nasal polyp size and alleviate sinonasal symp-
toms, but evidence, including the optimal dose, is lacking. They are 
also commonly used for the management of asthma exacerbations 
in acute care settings, where usually doses of 1 mg/kg prednisolone 
equivalent to a maximum of 50 mg for 2–7 days are advised.15–17 
Comorbid patients with severe asthma (SA) and CRSwNP usually 
receive SCS more frequently as they work on both upper and lower 
airway symptoms, but local (intranasal and inhaled) long- term CS 
should be preferred.

Unfortunately, the effects of SCS wane shortly after ending 
treatment.18 In view of significant systemic side effects observed 
with repeated short-  or long- term courses such as osteoporosis, 
glaucoma, diabetes, cataract, hypertension, anxiety, insomnia, 
agitation, risk of adrenal suppression, increased appetite and 
reflux,13,19,20 they are not recommended for maintenance treat-
ment.12 The EPOS 2020 criteria advise not to prescribe more 
than two courses of SCS per year because of the cumulative side- 
effects,1 and Price et al.19 comparing large groups of asthma pa-
tients with and without SCS use even showed a dose–response 
relationship for cumulative SCS exposure with most adverse 

the physician and the society. This EUFOREA statement supports the unmet need to 
define criteria for the indication of every treatment pillar of CRSwNP.

K E Y W O R D S
aspirin intolerance, biologics, corticosteroids, CRSwNP, sinus surgery
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outcomes to begin began at cumulative exposures of 1.0 to <2.5 g 
and for some outcomes like e.g. diabetes mellitus and hyperten-
sion already at a cumulative exposures of only 0.5 to <1 g, equiva-
lent to four lifetime SCS courses. Moreover, the willingness of the 
patient to use SCS should be considered, as some patients might 
fear the adverse effects.21 The use of SCS should be considered 
extra carefully and weighed against the induced risks in patients 
suffering from certain conditions such as diabetes, glaucoma or 
osteoporosis.12,22 In routine clinical practice, there is a significant 
heterogeneity in prescribing systemic steroids by clinicians in 
terms of type, dosage and treatment duration, partially explained 
by the lack of universally accepted modes of prescribing of sys-
temic steroids over the years.8,20,23,24

3  |  PRIMARY ENDOSCOPIC SINUS 
SURGERY

Primary ESS is indicated for severe unilateral or bilateral CRSwNP 
symptoms that persist or recur despite treatment with nasal rinsing, 
intranasal corticosteroids (INCS) and usually one or more courses of 
SCS within the preceding 2 years (see Figure 2).1,25 Hence, the role 
of primary ESS managing CRSwNP is critical in cases where first- line 
medical therapy proves to be insufficient. Despite previous treatments, 
patients may report significant nasal obstruction as a consequence of 
large nasal polyps and nasal secretions filling the nasal cavities.

The primary goals of ESS in CRSwNP are to remove the diseased 
mucosa including nasal polyps, facilitate the delivery of intranasal 

corticosteroids to the sinuses, in turn reducing the inflammatory 
burden of the disease and improving the outcomes of post- EES 
medical treatment, with the expected outcome of improvement of 
overall sinonasal symptoms overall. ESS results in limited opera-
tive morbidity, rapid recovery (within weeks in most patients) and 
improved patient outcomes.26 While both the expected outcome 
and the recurrence rates of ESS vary depending on factors such 
as the elapsed time since surgery, the extent of the procedure, the 
presence of comorbidities and the exposure to environmental/oc-
cupational irritants, most patients do well after sinus surgery.27–29 
Furthermore, ESS has shown effectiveness in reducing both upper 
and lower airway inflammation.30–33 Although evidence is limited, 
the expert panel advises against performing a polypectomy without 
a complete ESS, although consensus is lacking about the extent of 
ESS and whether it should be based on the radiological extent of the 
disease or the endotype of CRSwNP.

Some patients might, however, fear general anaesthesia and/
or ESS and think surgery is only a temporary solution.34 In ad-
dition, while in the short- term significant improvements are ob-
served both in upper and lower airway symptoms, regular saline 
rinsing and INCS use is needed to ensure good results both in the 
mid- term (one to 5 years post- surgery) and long- term (more than 
5 years post- surgery).31,35,36 ESS might also be contra- indicated 
in patients with medical/surgical contra- indications for anaes-
thesia and surgery, such as in patients with severe uncontrolled 
asthma. Physicians should also keep in mind that there can be 
considerable indirect cost related to ESS due to sick leave after 
the procedure.37

F I G U R E  1  The indications/criteria, (relative) contraindications, expected outcomes and considerations when using systemic 
corticosteroids in the management of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal polyps (CRSwNP).
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4  |  RE VISION ENDOSCOPIC SINUS 
SURGERY

Primary ESS provides effective relief and a good control of symp-
toms in the majority of the patients (see Figure 3).27 However, sev-
eral studies have highlighted that a percentage of patients remain 
uncontrolled in the post- operative phase despite optimal medical 
care and good compliance with local treatment.18,27,38,39 In case of 
persistent uncontrolled CRSwNP, physicians need to explore the 
varying reasons for relapse or persistence which may be related to 
such factors as diagnosis, treatment, patient and surgery performed, 
before considering the next step of care for CRSwNP.40 The goals of 
revision ESS should be carefully determined and may include the 
removal of obstructing polyps, addressing any residual anatomical 
issues that may contribute to recurrence such as scar tissue or insuf-
ficiently opened sinuses or the presence of complications such as 
mucocele formation. In the shared decision- making process, clini-
cians and patients must consider symptomatology, goals of the re-
vision surgery, impact of the surgery on the patient (including the 
potential for an increased risk of intra- operative complications), 
post- operative compliance to anti- inflammatory treatment and the 
chronicity of the disease.24,41

Revision ESS can be more challenging than the primary surgery due 
to scarring and altered anatomy from previous procedures42 resulting 
in a higher risk of complications,43 and one can consider referring to 
a rhinologist or more experienced sinus surgeon. The surgeon must 
carefully assess the extent of inflammation, the extent of the surgery 

performed earlier, the presence of fibrosis and chronic osteitis and the 
potential impact on adjacent structures and include the higher com-
plication risk in the decision process. This in turn may lead to a longer 
recovery period and higher indirect costs due to sick leave.31,37,44

5  |  A SPIRIN TRE ATMENT AF TER 
DESENSITIZ ATION

Aspirin- exacerbated/non- steroidal anti- inflammatory- exacerbated 
respiratory disease (AERD/N- ERD) is a subset of CRSwNP charac-
terized by severe CRSwNP, asthma and hypersensitivity to aspirin 
and other non- steroidal anti- inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (see 
Figure 4).

Aspirin treatment after desensitization (ATAD) is a specialized 
procedure designed to induce tolerance to aspirin and NSAIDs in 
AERD/N- ERD patients. It involves the gradual administration of in-
creasing doses of aspirin under controlled conditions until the patient 
reaches a therapeutic dose. This process allows N- ERD patients to 
take aspirin safely and reach the potential anti- inflammatory bene-
fits associated with its use.45,46

Aspirin treatment after desensitization has been shown to sig-
nificantly reduce the size of nasal polyps in N- ERD patients.47,48 The 
anti- inflammatory effects of aspirin contribute to reduced polyp 
burden and improved nasal airflow.49 ATAD has also been associated 
with a reduction in asthma exacerbations and improved lung func-
tion in N- ERD patients with coexisting asthma.50 Aspirin treatment 

F I G U R E  2  The indications/criteria, (relative) contraindications, expected outcomes and considerations when using primary endoscopic 
sinus surgery in the management of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal polyps (CRSwNP).
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    |  5HELLINGS et al.

may also improve the response of nasal polyps to corticosteroid 
therapy, potentially reducing the need for systemic corticoste-
roids.47 Aspirin treatment may also improve the response of nasal 
polyps to corticosteroid therapy, potentially reducing the need for 
systemic corticosteroids.47

The EUFOREA's expert panel advises considering ATAD in pa-
tients with bilateral CRSwNP with comorbid asthma and history 
of aspirin/NSAID intolerance, especially when there is a need for 
aspirin- antiplatelet therapy or NSAIDs to treat chronic inflammatory 
conditions. ATAD is a therapy with a low direct cost and a significant 

F I G U R E  3  The indications/criteria, (relative) contraindications, expected outcomes and considerations when using revision endoscopic 
sinus surgery in the management of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal polyps (CRSwNP).

F I G U R E  4  The indications/criteria, (relative) contraindications, expected outcomes and considerations when using aspirin treatment after 
desensitization (ATAD) in the management of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal polyps (CRSwNP).
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6  |    HELLINGS et al.

effect on patient's QoL, total nasal symptom score and asthma 
symptoms of the patient.1,50

Aspirin treatment after desensitization offers the most benefit 
in patients with recent debulking sinus surgery by preventing the 
recurrence of nasal polyps and reducing the need for SCS and ESS51 
but is associated with a risk of hypersensitivity reactions and/or 
gastrointestinal bleeding.1 ATAD is a specialized medical procedure 
that demands careful oversight and management by an experienced 
healthcare provider.

After successful aspirin desensitization, close monitoring of 
patients is essential to ensure continued tolerability of aspirin and 
NSAIDs. Patients should be regularly assessed for symptom im-
provement, polyp recurrence and asthma control. Maintenance as-
pirin therapy is always required to maintain the desensitized state 
and its' anti- inflammatory benefits.

Aspirin treatment after desensitization is contra- indicated for 
patients with a severe hypersensitivity reaction after aspirin inges-
tion, i.e. an asthma attack, poorly controlled asthma (FEV1 <70%), 
pregnancy, history of eosinophilic oesophagitis, gastric and/or pep-
tic ulcers or a history of bleeding disorders or coagulopathy.47

6  |  BIOLOGIC S

In recent years, there has been significant progress in understanding 
the underlying immune mechanisms that drive CRSwNP leading to the 
development of targeted biologic therapies (see Figure 5). For CRSwNP, 

biologics focus primarily on neutralizing specific pro- inflammatory 
type- 2 cytokines, such as interleukin (IL)- 4/IL- 13,52,53 or IL- 5,6,54,55 or 
mediators like IgE,56 which are central in promoting the recruitment 
and activation of inflammatory cells in CRSwNP. By blocking the activ-
ity of these mediators, biologics modulate the immune response and 
reduce the chronic inflammation associated with the disease (includ-
ing comorbidities).57 Biologics have been shown to reduce the size of 
nasal polyps, improve nasal obstruction, relieve symptoms, improve 
the sense of smell and improve the quality of life.48,58–61

Based on EPOS 20201 and the EPOS/EUFOREA update on biologics 
2023,11 the EUFOREA expert panels recommend biologics in CRSwNP 
patients that are uncontrolled despite appropriate medical treatment 
and appropriate sinus surgery and who fulfil 3 of 5 criteria (presence 
of Type 2 inflammation, regular need for SCS/contra- indications to 
SCS, significant impact on QOL, loss of smell and comorbid asthma). 
Biologics are an effective treatment with an expected improvement in 
the short- term (16th week to 24th week), of at least one of the follow-
ing symptom/scores: sense of smell, the nasal congestion score (NCS), 
the nasal polyp score (NPS), the Sino- Nasal Outcome Test (SNOT- 22) 
and the visual analogue scale (VAS).61–65 For dupilumab, long- term (up 
to 2 years) beneficial effects have been reported.59,61 Beneficial ef-
fects on comorbidities may be confirmed at any point of the treatment, 
based on the aforementioned definitions and a reduction in the need 
for SCS and ESS can be observed.66,67

Biologics have a good safety profile but are contra- indicated in 
patients with hypersensitivity to the specific monoclonal antibodies 
or any drug components. Specific considerations should be taken in 

F I G U R E  5  The indications/criteria, (relative) contraindications, expected outcomes and considerations when using biologics in the 
management of chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) with nasal polyps (CRSwNP).
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    |  7HELLINGS et al.

pregnancy since there is not yet enough data to rule out foetal harm 
or other side effects.68,69 In this regard, the best data are available 
for omalizumab, where no increase in congenital anomalies has been 
demonstrated to date.68–70 Therefore, the EUFOREA group advises 
to carefully counsel pregnant patients and female patients who wish 
to have children and to only continue the biologic if there are very 
strong reasons to do so.68–70 Two other reasons to closely monitor 
patients/discontinue a biologic are hypereosinophilia (mainly dupi-
lumab71–73) and helminth infections if patients do not respond to 
anti- helminth treatment.74,75

Overall, biologics are a safe and effective treatment option in 
most severe uncontrolled CRSwNP patients, with the need to prop-
erly select the patient given the high direct costs and the necessity 
of repeated self- administration.48,59,61,76

7  |  CONCLUSION

This overview of treatment options for severe uncontrolled CRSwNP 
with indications and considerations for clinicians and patients aims 
to provide a further step forward in the personalization of care in 
CRSwNP. Ideally, patients can be offered the option of different 
strategies beyond SCS and primary/revision surgery, such as ATAD 
or biologic therapy, thereby benefiting from a personalized treat-
ment plan.
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